MY FRIEND ELLIOTT HOROWITZ reveled in irreverence. We first met early in the century, when I was a columnist at the Jerusalem Report and he was completing Reckless Rites, his masterwork on Purim and Jewish violence. As Yale-trained yeshivah boys from Queens and Brooklyn and fellow "Anglo-Saxon" immigrants to Israel, we had much in common. We shared a fascination with Jewish history, he as a polished and prolific scholar and I as a fellow traveler. Every second Friday, we would meet for breakfast at a café in the German Colony, or else at Carousela, a student hangout near Elliott's book-stuffed home on Rehov Molcho. He was a solid Orthodox Jew. He wore a knitted kippah, prayed thrice daily (in a minyan if possible), and drank only kosher wine. But he favored Carousela, meatless and closed on Shabbat, because its kashrut certificate was not authorized by the Chief Rabbinate.
City," is likewise ironic: he was anything but a pious nationalist. Nowhere, as I search through thousands of undeleted emails (my bad but useful habit), do I find any sign-off by him (or Elimelekh) as a Bar-Ilan professor. He taught there for many years, but it never defined (or confined) him. He did not share its priorities. Israeli professors often find refuge in local research centers, but not the nonconformist Elliott: preceding his invention of the Machon, his emails simply appended, in Hebrew, "I am not a fellow of the Hartman, Van Leer, or Shalem Institutes."
Following his early retirement from Bar-Ilan, he spent three terms at a haven he found more congenial: Oxford's Balliol College, an academic stronghold founded in 1263, whose men, in the words of a typical alumnus, the British prime minister (1908-16) Herbert Asquith, were graced with "the tranquil consciousness of an effortless superiority. an English Opium-Eater (1821), as some of his readers would understand at once. "Paraphrasing Thomas De Quincey," the essay went on, "I might say that many have asked how it was, and through what series of steps, that I became an autobiography reader."
My own addiction . . . began, so far as I recall, as a means of dealing with the combination of tedium and anxiety that engulfed me on a bus from New Haven to Boston in December of 1980. I was a graduate student at Yale, to which I had recently returned after two years in Jerusalem, and was on my way to the annual meeting of the Association for Jewish Studies. Although I was not giving a paper, I was still nervous about being in (what I then thought to be) a high-powered academic setting where one's professional future could be determined not only by the question asked but even by the cut of one's jacket. Idea in Judaism, which came out in paperback during my first year in college. Leafing through that faded volume I note, among the many passages I had marked with a pencil, the following one . . . from "Redemption through Sin," Scholem's programmatic essay on Sabbatianism: "The desire for total liberation which played so tragic a role in the development of Sabbatian nihilism was by no means a purely selfdestructive force; on the contrary, beneath the surface of lawlessness, antinomianism, and catastrophic negation, powerful constructive impulses were at work, and these, I maintain, it is the duty of the historian to uncover." "This was heady stuff," added Elliott, who throughout his career avidly answered Scholem's call to duty. 5 The remainder of the "Confessions" piece is a richly detailed ramble, in classic Horowitz style, from Berlin to Jerusalem to Oxford by way of Tel Aviv, where in the 1920s Scholem and his older friend S. Y. Agnon had a standing invitation to visit Chaim Nachman Bialik. The Scholem-Agnon connection puts Elliott in mind of the Balliol-educated historian (and ardent Zionist) Lewis Namier, the son of a Polish Catholic convert from Judaism, as described by the consummate Jewish Oxonian, Isaiah Berlin. Namier, in the words of Berlin, "was intelligent enough to realise that to shed his Judaism, to assume protective coloring and disappear into the Gentile world, was not feasible." 6 Elliott, who wore a kippah at Oxford, had surely underlined that passage too. He concludes his essay by calling Berlin's biographer Michael Ignatieff to task for two errors involving Namier's coruscating retort (at tea in Old Souls, as recounted by Berlin) to a German antiSemite. Elliott's severity serves a higher purpose:
Such errors can only serve to confirm the impression of addicts such as myself that autobiographers are the best biographers. And even when they are less than accurate, I prefer their intentional lies to the unintentional errors of scholars. The lies of autobiographers, after all, are part of the truth-a paradox that I'm sure Scholem would have appreciated. 7. Horowitz, "Confessions," 80. Elsewhere, he remarked on "the importance of paradox in making sense of those dark myths which have shaped the relations Like his hero Isaiah Berlin (and Thomas de Quincey to boot), Elliott was foremost an essayist. The scholarship was deep, wide, and granular, but his prose style was paramount. His trademark themes-art, beards, coffee, Jewish-Christian relations, ritual, transgression, travel, violence, Zionism-reflected his autobiography. He expected to be attacked for Reckless Rites. Some people "may be upset that I am packing so much dirty laundry between the covers of an academic book," he wrote in the introduction. 8 He never shrank from a good fight. 9 For exercise he worked out at a boxing gym. Among his most prized possessions was an eighteenth-century engraving of the Anglo-Jewish boxer Daniel Mendoza. 10 He was a pugnacious peacenik, a leftist but not a pacifist, which Scholem would have also appreciated.
It was lovely to witness Elliott at Balliol. He was clearly in his element in that citadel of civility: "Ever the Anglophile, Horowitz showed a keen interest in learning about the everyday workings of an Oxford College." 
